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Jane Seaman, AICI CIP, AICI President
The Association of Image Consultants International (AICI) developed from the merger of
AFIC and AIC in 1990 and chose as its description, “The premier international image association.” This motto was chosen because it represented a merger of the two oldest image associations, had the largest membership, and was dedicated to being first and best.
By 1993, there were chapters in Fresno, Houston, Los Angeles, New England, New York,
San Francisco, Washington DC, and Tokyo. The Toronto Chapter was formed in 1994,
and the Basel, Switzerland Chapter was formed in 1995. Today, AICI has 26 chapters
globally!
The AIC/AFIC Merger Committee members faced the huge challenge of merging parallel associations and sacrificed thousands of hours and at great personal cost to bring
together one strong image association. It seems so fitting that we celebrate their success in the capital of the
nation where it all began.
I personally feel so privileged to have the opportunity to join with my fellow AICI members from around the
world in honoring our founders who bought us together as one international association and our Certified Image Masters (CIM’s) who represent AICI as the most qualified image professionals in the world.
We have much to celebrate; an ever growing international membership that spreads across all continents, new
technology that allows us to learn and develop skills from the comfort of our homes, a globally recolonized
brand, and a wonderful, forward thinking, experienced management company that can lead us onwards and
upwards over the next 25 years.
It wasn’t easy for our founders to breathe life into AICI, it wasn’t easy for our image masters to reach the ultimate certification, it wasn’t easy for many members to sit their FLC exam in 2013 and 2014, and it wasn’t easy
for many to make the trip to Washington DC...but if life was easy, where would all the adventures be?
Welcome to Washington DC. Welcome to our exciting conference program. Welcome to our wonderful array
of events. I am so looking forward to the next 25 years of adventures with my amazing, incredible, fellow AICI
members.

Cecilia Stoeckicht, AICI CIP, VP Conference
AICI understands the investment you are making in your career by attending our 2015
conference. We have redesigned this year’s format to enhance every aspect of your
Global Conference experience, and hope it will provide handsome future returns. We are
thrilled to welcome you to Washington, DC.
AICI’s 2015 conference will celebrate our 25th anniversary; honor our founders, the
masters of our association and the diversity we have achieved over the past 25 years as
a global association. You will meet presenters form Australia, South Africa, UK, Brazil,
Mexico, Japan, China, and the United States, and will have the opportunity to interact
with our founders who had a vision of an international association, which today is a reality.
As AICI members, you are an integral part of the success of this year’s Conference. We come together to celebrate the many accomplishments we have achieved, both individually and collectively, over this past quarter
century. As we celebrate, we will also look forward to designing the next 25 years of AICI. See you there!

Eric Ewald, CAE, Executive Director
On behalf of AICI’s staff in Minneapolis and Chicago I want to welcome you to the AICI
Global Conference! We extend our best wishes to each of you for a fabulous experience
throughout the entire event. We hope you enjoy formal learning through the various conference sessions that have been carefully prepared as well as the wonderful learnings
that come through socializing with your professional colleagues from all over the world.
The AICI staff is fortunate to get to work alongside very dedicated volunteer leadership in
planning this fantastic event. Their energy and drive is infectious. We give thanks to the
entire AICI International Board and everyone involved with the conference planning for
their vision and hard work on this event two years in the making.
Please approach any of us at the registration counters if there is anything we can do to help you get the most
of this conference experience. It is our pleasure to serve AICI and the organization’s valued members including
onsite at the Global Conference.
Finally, we congratulate AICI on 25 years of successful operation. This is a great milestone for an organization
and we know that this special anniversary was reached through the vision of the organization’s founders and
the hard work of many dedicated volunteer leaders along the way. Also, this milestone could not have been
reached without the support of AICI’s members throughout the world who define and maintain high professional standards, members who are good representatives of the profession and all that the organization stands for.

The Renaissance Arlington Capital View
The Renaissance Arlington Capital View is delighted to welcome the
Association of Image Consultants International Conference in August
2015! It is an honor to have the opportunity to facilitate such a memorable event and our team is looking forward to providing an excellent
experience from start-to-finish.
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Schedule at a Glance
Wednesday, August 26
All Day

Pre-Conference Events

Thursday, August 27
7:00 to 5:00 p.m.
7:30 to 8:45 a.m.
9:00 to 11:00 a.m.

Conference Registration Desk Open
Breakfast Buffet
Keynote Address | Dr. Jennifer Baumgartner | Best Selling Author “You Are What You Wear”
What Clothes Reveal About You
11:00 to 12:15 p.m. How New Image Industry Standards Can Accelerate Your Business | Lunch on Own
12:15 to 2:15 p.m. Stylin’ Specs - Let’s Focus on this Hot Accessory
Wendy Buchanan | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate
Gaining Traction in the Corporate Space
Sola Adelowo, AICI FLC | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced
Essence and Presence of Image
Ceci Chalita | Spanish | .2 CEU
Professional Presence: The New Successful Dressing for Women
Hitomi Ohmori, AICI CIM | Japanese | .2 CEU
Empower Your Image
Yan Liang, AICI CIP | Chinese | .2 CEU

12:15 to 4:30 p.m.

2:15 to 2:30 p.m.
2:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Define Yourself: Attract Your Ideal Client!
Liciane Diniz-Tonklw, AICI FLC | English | Beginner - Intermediate | .2 CEU
Boost Your Image Business Powerfully with Male Clientele
Eva Koeck-Eripek, AICI CIM and Ann Lindsay, AICI FLC | English | .4 CEU | Beginner Intermediate | Certified Members Only
Break
Claves para Asesorar a un Politico
Coca Sevilla, AICI CIP | Spanish | .2 CEU
Fashion Feng-Shui
Keiko Couch | Japanese | .2 CEU | Advanced
The Most Money Saving Wardrobe for First Interview of Man
Chunyuan Hu, AICI FLC | Chinese | .2 CEU
Business of Style - Understanding Line and Design
Joanne Rae, AICI CIP and Jane Seaman, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Beginner
It’s Elementary
Sue Donnelly, AICI CIP FFIPI FFSM Assoc CIPD | English | .2 CEU | All Levels

3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
5:00 to 6:00 p.m.
6:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Speaker Boot Camp - Tactics for Successful Presentations
Pamela Eyring | English | .2 CEU | All Levels | Certified Members Only
Exhibit Hall Setup
First Timers Meeting
Opening Reception in Exhibit Hall

Friday, August 28
7:00 to 9:00 a.m.

Breakfast in Exhibit Hall

7:30 to 8:45 a.m.
7:30 to 5:00 p.m.
8:00 to 8:45 a.m.

Chapter Presidents’ Breakfast
Conference Registration Desk Open
FLC Certification Walkthrough
CIP Certification Walkthrough
CIM Certification Walkthrough
CEU Walkthrough - How to CEU Your Program
8:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open
9:00 to 11:00 a.m. Keynote Address | Howard Roberts | Brand Your Inspiration to Create Your Own Brand
11:15 to 12:45 p.m. Buffet Luncheon with Exhibitors
12:30 to 1:00 p.m. Fashion Show
1:15 to 3:15 p.m.
How to Build Client Confidence, Clout and Charisma
Karen Brunger, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate
Executive Presence
Mirella Zanatta, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced

1:15 to 5:30 p.m.

1:45 to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
3:30 to 5:00 p.m.
6:00 to 7:30 p.m.

Taking Shape: Throwing Image a Curve
Catherine Schuller, AICI, CIP | English | All Levels
Story Telling - The Language of Leadership
Sarah Brummitt, AICI CIP FFIPI | .4 CEU | Intermediate-Advanced | Certified Members Only
From Image Consultant to Image Expert, Taking Your Consultations to the Next Level
Clare Maxfield and Imogen Lamport | .4 CEU | Intermediate | Certified Members Only
Break
Break
Leadership Program
Chapter Awards Ceremony

Saturday, August 29
7:00 to 9:00 a.m.
7:30 to 5:00 p.m.
7:30 to 2:00 p.m.
9:00 to 12:00 p.m.
12:15 to 1:45 p.m.
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Breakfast in Exhibit Hall
Registration Desk Open
Exhibit Hall Open
Founders/CIM Round Table
Founders, CIMs, CIPs and International Board Reception
Color Theory: Understanding the Basics for Color Analysis
Elaine Stoltz, AICI CIM | English | .2 CEU | Beginner
Retaining Clients Through the Decades with Universal Style
Alyce Parsons, AICI CIP and Founder | English | .2 CEU | All Levels
Sell with Authenticity. Don’t Lose Your Soul
Dominique Isbecque, AICI CIP and Founder | English | .2 CEU | Beginner - Intermediate
Master Coaching Techniques for Image Consultants
Lynne Marks, AICI CIM | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced
Brand New Market! “Expressive Image Therapy”
Judith Rasband, AICI CIM | English | .2 CEU | All Levels

2:15 to 3:30 p.m.
6:00 to 7:00 p.m.
7:00 to 12:00 a.m.

Exhibit Hall Tear Down
Cocktail Reception
Formal International Gala Celebration and Awards Ceremony

Sunday, August 30
7:00 to 9:30 a.m.
7:30 to 4:00 p.m.
8:00 to 1:15 p.m.
8:30 to 12:45 p.m.

9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

Breakfast in Exhibit Hall
Conference Registration Open
AICI Certification Exam: FLC Paper Test in English and English as a Second Language
The Color Master Class
Carla Mathis, AICI CIM | English | .4 CEU | Certified Members Only
Increase Corporate Clients to Totally Supercharge Your Business
Sarah Hathorn | English | .4 CEU | Certified Members Only
Makeup for You and Your Clients
Rosario Galindo, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Beginner - Intermediate
Building a Successful Business by Communicating with Confidence,
Clarity & Credibility
Ferial Youakim, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate
Advanced Men’s Wardrobe Building, A Focus on Fit, Fabric and Construction
Brian Lipstein, AICI FLC | English | .2 CEU
Stop Selling Your Time and Start Making Money
Imogen Lamport, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced

11:45 to 1:45 p.m.
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Jump on the Merry-Go-Round to Learn Innovative Ideas
Elizabeth Weinstein, Ph. D. - Facilitator | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced
Lunch on Own
Inspiring Change Making Over the Image Industry
Sue Donnelly, AICI CIP and Sarah Brummitt, AICI CIP

Earn CEUs While You Learn
AICI’s conference sessions offer AICI Continuing Education Units (CEUs). To obtain CEUs for the sessions
you attend, you will need to arrive no later than 10 minutes after the session starts and stay until the session
ends. You will be required to complete the provided CEU Learning Outcome Form and Session Evaluation
Form and turn them in before you leave each session. More information will be available with your conference
registration packet. The CEU formula is: 1 hour of approved training = 0.1 CEU.
When you attend one session from each concurrent block, you will earn 1.4 CEUs from the 2015 conference.
Attending the workshops for certified members only you earn 1.6 CEUs from 2015 conference.

Sessions and Workshops

All concurrent sessions are first-come, first served. If the session you wish to attend is full, please select
another. Workshops for Certified Members only are included in conference fee but registration is requested.
Please note: You must be registered and have paid the full conference registration fee or the one-day conference registration fee to attend the Certified Member Only workshops.
Sessions will be conducted in English, and where specified, in Spanish, Chinese, Japanese and Portuguese.
Translation service and fees are the responsibility of the participant. Each session description includes the suggested audience level. These levels include: beginner, intermediate, and advanced.

Pre-Conference Events
Wednesday, August 26

Pre-Conference Event

Wednesday, August 26
Very Special “Extra” Activity

Join AICI President Jane Seaman
for a very special trip to the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC where you’ll have an opportunity to
participate in a unique event that will have you walking in the shoes of Carla Mathis back in the 90’s! The
book The Triumph of Individual Style was unique as the illustrations that accompanied the information on line,
design and body shape’s where actual art and sculptures from Washington’s top galleries, the majority of which
came from The National Portrait Gallery.
Following this unique adventure into the past we’ll lunch together in a garden with the sounds of fountains in
the background and hear Carla tell the incredible story of how the pictures from the National Portrait Gallery
ended up on the pages of the book.
The day does NOT end there! After lunch, we will head to one of Washington D.C.’s top shopping malls for an
AICI Conference 2015 VIP Shopping Experience! You’ll have to be there to experience it!
Once we’re all shopped out, then it’s on to the very famous and breathtaking Lincoln Memorial where we will
stand in the shadow of this great man and watch the sun set on Washington D.C.
Finally, it’s back to the hotel for an “End of The Day” surprise.

You won’t want to miss it!

Full Conference Schedule
Thursday, August 27

7:00 am - 5:00 pm | Conference Registration Desk Open | Room: Registration
7:30 am - 8:45 am | Breakfast Buffet | Room: Pre-Function
9:00 am - 11:00 am | Keynote Address | Room: Salon 4
Bestselling Author “You are What You Wear” What Clothes Reveal About You
Dr. Jennifer Baumgartner
We are told image is everything. Is this true? And do we buy it…literally? In an interactive
presentation and Q&A, clinical psychologist, image consultant, and author Dr. Jennifer
Baumgartner will answer these questions exploring image work, the positive and negative
responses to image work, and current research. Dr. Baumgartner will explore the connection
between image and consumer behavior, the signs and symptoms she’s encountered in the
course of her work, and the reasons for them. Finally, Baumgartner will teach us how to generate ways to alter negative behaviors and formulate a healthy image sans negative
influences of materialism.
Dr Baumgartner is a clinical psychologist who specializes in the treatment of mood, anxiety, substance use,
and psychotic disorders. In addition to her clinical work, she specializes in the psychology of dress, examining
internal reasons for external choices. Through her wardrobe consulting business, InsideOut, Dr Baumgartner
works with clients to examine how they acquire, store, and organize their clothing as indicators of internal conflicts. She then reworks the outside to prompt changes on the inside.

11:00 am - 12:15 pm | How New Image Industry Standards Can Accelerate Your
Business | Room: Salon 4 | Lunch on Own

Patrick Chun, Christina Ong, Deborah King, Kimberly Law, Lilian Bustamante, Lynne Marks, Riet de
Vlieger | English
Want to expand your corporate training? What is the one thing that is lacking in your offering? It can’t be your
quality, can it? You say they really love your style, and you have great testimonials? So what is it? Why are
companies reluctant to do a massive roll-out of image training? Let’s just say that if it was a quality issue, you
would have heard it from them long time ago. The answer may surprise you. Come find out how you can be
part of the movement to lead our industry to become a mainstream, household name. For the restless, check
out www.IITTI.org.

The IITTI (“ET”) group was founded by Patrick Chun, Christina Ong, Deborah King, Kimberly Law, Lilian Bustamante, Lynne Marks, and Riet de Vlieger. They banded together in 2011 to try to solve a common problem
with image training for multinationals, and that is, “How can HR train employees in a consistent, measurable
way in branch offices across many countries?” In these last four years, they compiled a “standard” on image
and etiquette that they can use for their private practices. But more radically, they opened this standard to all
qualified image consultants (such as AICI certified members) to benefit the whole industry. They believe, by
opening up the standard, the image field can grow to become a mainstream profession...so the pie gets bigger
and everyone wins bigger.
Come to the session to find out how you can reap the benefits to grow your business.

12:15 pm - 2:15 pm | Sessions
Stylin’Specs - Let’s Focus on this Hot Accessory
Wendy Buchanan | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate | Room: Studio B
Please join me for this fun interactive session as we focus on fitting eye wear to compliment
your clients’ wardrobe style, accentuate their best facial features and reflect their personality so they look spectacular. Eye wear has become a “must-have” accessory and clients are
investing in multiple pairs to create a wardrobe of eye wear. This is an opportunity to add Eye
wear Consults to your list of services. You will learn tips and tricks to create balance on the
face when selecting eyeglass frames for your clients. I believe glasses are all about personality and getting the right fit for the individual so they look and feel confident when wearing
spectacles. This session will give you optical savvy and the opportunity to work with a team to select eye wear
styles to match wardrobe styles and personality with a peer model.
Wendy Buchanan is the creative force behind Perceptions Eyewear Inc., the mobile eye wear boutique in
Toronto, Canada - a stylish, bold and highly personalized service that’s been helping fashion conscious professionals find the right look since 1997. Wendy is a Image Consultant, Optician and Educator who is passionate
when working with people to transform and accessorize their total look with eye wear. Wendy is recognized as
a Trailblazing Entrepreneur, winning the Award for Leading Women in Canadian Optical.

Gaining Traction in the Corporate Space

Sola Adelowo, AICI FLC | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Room: Studio D
Connecting with corporations is an important way to scale an image consultancy. In this session, we will outline the fundamental requirements for creating and managing a growing account list that includes corporations and small businesses. In addition, the need for maintaining the human touch after the deal has been made. Managing a growing account list has a
string of challenges. Providing individual attention to each client entails a fluid workflow including: a functional calendar system, easy communication, purchasing trust and a reliable billing
system. These key factors must be in place before venturing into the corporate world. The
expectations and stakes are much higher at this level. In this session, we will discuss how to gain credibility
within corporations and how to create a roadmap to get from point A to the decision maker. In addition, we will
examine the back-up a consultant will need to get the job done effectively.
Sola Adelowo, AICI FLC was raised in Nigeria by grandparents who were community leaders and fabric merchants. After receiving her degree from Wellesley College and working a decade in the corporate world, the
lessons learned in youth would lead her to launch her image consultancy, ImageCube LLC. Her clientele includes both individuals and corporations, including Roche Diagnostics and Barnes & Thornburg LLP. Sola has
been the fashion-and-image contributor for the Indianapolis-area CBS affiliate (WISH-TV 8) for over 3 years
and was a freelance writer for the Indianapolis Business Journal. She is the author of Style Code and can be
reached at sola@imagecubellc.com.

Essence and Presence of Image
Ceci Chalita | Spanish | .2 CEU | Room: Salon 7
This session describes the gold standard of Image Consulting. We will cover Concepts of
image, equation of image and its breakdown in depth. We will examine the concept of reputation, including the thirteen axioms of image, the three planes of image, physical expressions
inside and outside of image. We will examine the external physical expressions: personal image, sensory and body. We will also examine the internal physical expressions of image: verbal, written and attitudes. Participants will look at the Perfect measures of communication of
image. Ideal Image and real image supported in the kinesthetic, proxemics and para-verbal.
We will learn the four impressive qualities of internal image and the keywords of image.
Career spans more than 20 years as an image consultant. Participates in various television and radio programs with topics of image, beauty, etiquette and protocol. A columnist for several newspapers and newspaper
adviser of Mural. She lectures, workshops, consulting services and courses for doctoral and master’s degrees
in the IPADE, postgraduate courses at universities and institutions. Corporate workshops at enterprises and
institutions of high level. She is in the process of publishing her first book.

Professional Presence: The New Successful Dressing for Women
Hitomi K. Ohmori, AICI CIM | Japanese | .2 CEU | Room: Salon 3

Currently, according to the social trend to promote diversity, the government and enterprises
virtually became positive to encourage women’s social advancement and support their activities in society. For this, women’s working environment is seeing ground-breaking change.
Now working women are starting-up of their own business, seeking employment, carrier
change, promotion, are all creating new opportunities of consultation. Women being active in
the front lines are becoming a new market of Image Industry. Business dress is not an adornment but definitely a powerful strategy. It is a vital tool to make yourself successful which you
never find within those fashion magazines. Today, we are going to share the mechanism of strategic dressing
and consulting, with touching upon not only successful examples but failure stories also. I’m sure it will give all
of you a chance to obtain new formula of professional dressing which brings you an innovative value-driver and
change.
Hitomi K. Ohmori, AICI CIM is CEO of Ohmori Method Inc., and founder of Ohmori Method Academy. Her client
list covers not only Japanese executives from Fortune 100 Companies but world’s leading high-end brands,
political parties, and collages also. Her unique training method based on keen global view is highly reputed
by diversity teams, women entrepreneurs and executives. Also performs on various TV and radio programs,
brought out more than 10 publications so far.

Empower Your Image

Yan Liang, AICI CIP | Chinese | .2 CEU | Room: Salon 1
Empower Your Image course to gain insights on how to effectively and successfully present the right image within the business world at different levels. You’ll discover key tools and
information resources you can use immediately upon finishing this course. Learn how to dress
effectively, how to choose color, style, line, pattern, fabrics for different business scenarios ,
the critical points for professional image, do and don’t, and much more. This course will build
your confidence and provide skills that are essential to work with your or your clients.

Yan Liang, AICI CIP is a published author, trainer, President and Founder of IDEO Image with offices in New
York, Shanghai and Dalian in China. Yan Liang, a pioneer to introduce the image consulting concept among
the Chinese communities in the metropolitan area of New York and a leader of image industry in Mainland China. She is the first consultant from Mainland China that received CIP designation and CEU trainer qualification.
During 2007 to 2010 Liang was elected as the President of AICI Beijing Chapter, and she is currently serving
AICI International Board as Secretary. Liang lives in New York and travels frequently between US and China.

Define Yourself: Attract Your Ideal Client!

Liciane Diniz-Tonklw, AICI FLC | Portuguese | .2 CEU | Beginner - Intermediate | Room: Salon 5
Would you have brain surgery with a medical intern? How about getting legal tax advice from
a general lawyer? We must see our business from the client’s perspective, if we are a Jack-ofall-trades, we could be perceived as a master of none. How do you determine your specialty
or how to find one? In a market is full Image Professionals offering the same services how
do we stand out for the right reasons? Do not let fear of “not enough clients” keep you from
attracting your “ideal clients.” Specialized professionals often charge higher fees. Let’s put
previous experiences to use and create businesses or services aligned to our uniqueness.
Your work will be meaningful to others as it resonates with who you are in the world. We will
explore your personal and professional skills, market opportunities, and service offerings that make a difference in your portfolio and revenue.
Lici Diniz, AICI FLC a Brazilian Image Professional, has taught communication through language for over 20
years, aligns culture and Image Consulting in a business congruent to her purpose and talents. She has developed an Image bridge between Brazil and NYC, translating language and culture into style with her clients and
Image students. VP of Communication on the NY AICI chapter, her professional certifications include Cambridge University, FIT-NY and the Image Resource Center of NY.

12:15 pm - 4:30 pm | Workshop
Boost Your Image Business Powerfully with Male Clientele

Eva Koeck-Eripek and Ann Lindsay | Certified Members Only | .4 CEU | Beginner - Intermediate
Room: Studio E
Men are an untapped market for Image Consultants, and wrongly so, as most men are looking
for assistance and happy to leave the nuances of style, fashion and fit to a professional. The
savvy consultant will understand the approach for consulting is different for men than women.
Part One details the male as a client; how to market to him, retain him, manage his expectations brilliantly, and help him to invest in your services/products. Part Two is specific to his
physique; proper fit, guidelines for proportions, best practices for different body types, how to
help him mix and match and understand the nuances of menswear. This interactive session
will also help you set up an ongoing income stream that engages him season to season. Double your client
base this Fall by adding men to your business.
Eva Koeck-Eripek and Ann Lindsay are an international team working together not only as
speakers but also in the company Image Product. Eva is an educator of more than 600 Image
Consultants all over the world. Her business is based in Austria where she works as a speaker and trainer. She is 2012 IMMIE Award Winner. Ann has her own consulting business based
in CT, USA. She works with men on a daily basis and is a menswear specialist.

2:15 pm - 2:30 pm | Break | Room: Pre-Function

2:30 pm - 4:30 pm | Sessions
Claves para Asesorar a un Politico

Coca Sevilla, AICI CIP | Spanish | .2 CEU | Room: Salon 7
There are a number of myths surrounding political image consulting due to what it entails.
However, it is a reality that this is a poorly exploited niche of the market for image consultants
and is therefore worth evaluating. Advising politicians represents an enormous commitment,
which means that having an efficient methodology is fundamental to fulfilling our job successfully. Highlighting the virtues and minimizing the defects of these public figures is a challenge
in an environment in which the people are constantly becoming more difficult to convince. In
politics, there are no second places: you either win or lose. In this conference, we will identify
how, through different image techniques; we can help a candidate to obtain the votes necessary to reach their goal.
Coca Sevilla is President of AICI Mexico City Chapter and Vice-president of Communications of AICI Global.
She is founder of the Alterego Image Agency and has more than 18 years of experience advising professionals, executives, business people and politicians in professional and public image. Sevilla participates in numerous communication media in the image sector, performing political and professional analysis, and is also a
Certified Trainer for Dale Carnegie Training – New York.

Fashion Feng Shui

Keiko Couch | Japanese | .2 CEU | Advanced | Room: Salon 3
I will introduce Fashion Feng Shui® (FFS) principles and show how they can be used in everyday life. According to Feng Shui everything is influenced by five life-forming energies; ”Water,
Wood, Fire, Earth and Metal”, each of which has a distinct energetic quality that is translated
by specific colors, shapes and substances. FFS stems from Feng Shui. This new approach
(originated the late Evana Maggiore, AICI, CIP) considers clothing to be our body’s most
intimate environment and teaches us to dress the mind, body and spirit. What is your essential core energy? With a Fashion Feng Shui® assessment you will discover colors, patterns,
fabrics, textures and silhouettes that express your essential energies. This often brings unexpected ways of joyful dressing. And you will learn to visually affirm what you desire. You will become centered
and energized. Fashion Feng Shui® is a fabulous add-on for a color and style consultation.
Keiko Couch has a Bachelor of Arts degree and is certified in color, style, Feng Shui & Fashion Feng Shui.
Having an artist’s eye Keiko is able to spot client’s unique beauty potentials quickly. Keiko is a member of the
Association of Image Consultants International (AICI), and a recipient of the organization’s top award. She
has authored three color & image books for Japanese women. With 30 years of experiences as an instructor,
speaker and consultant on color & style, Keiko is a long time Community Programs Seminar presenter at a local university.

The Most Money Saving Wardrobe for First Interview of Man
Chunyuan Hu, AICI FLC | Chinese | .2 CEU | Room: Salon 1

Participants will learn to build the smallest wardrobe, approximately 7 pieces, within RMB
2000 or ï¼,300, to help male graduates to succeed in their first job interview. They will learn
how their client can wear these 7 pieces through all seasons. This wardrobe will allow the
client to dress up for most occasions: attend class, deliver speeches, be casual, have a successful job interview, and date. In China employment for recent graduates is not easy, parents
invest a lot of money to help their children with their image. Usually RMB5000-10000. This
wardrobe will help them save money and gain self-confidence no matter the cost of the clothing. This wardrobe will also help the Image Consultant create a new service and find a niche
for marketing. Come and learn the 7 secrets and 4 tips of how to get the lowest price using internet shopping.
Chunyuan Hu, AICI, FLC was the first Image Consultant for man achieved FLC of AICI in China. Is an Image
Consultant for man and senior trainer for company nation-wide.; one of founders of Funtry Image Institute.
She develop image consulting course for man. 90% students pasted the FLC examination after training by
Funtry. Focus on Image Male Marketing from 2005 in China. Have 9 years’ experience; Her clients from China
Central Television anchor to Business owners; Served as Vice President of membership from 2008-2012 at
Beijing chapter.; Served as Vice President of education from 2012-2014 at Beijing chapter.

Business of Style - Understanding Line and Design

Joanne Rae, AICI CIP & Jane Seaman, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Basic | Room: Studio B
Polls show that 42% never find clothes to fit; the reason, there is no standardization in women’s sizes! Ready-to-wear garments have become virtually the norm and labels mean more
than fit. Bottom line; regardless of our body type, fit is always of supreme importance. Our
clothing can make us appear slimmer, larger, or taller. We can use the correct fit of a garment
to emphasize or de-emphasize a particular area. In this session you’ll learn the skill of identifying ‘Design Lines’ and ‘Proportions’ within ready-made garments. We will introduce to you
to the same skills used by designer tailors on how the use of horizontal, vertical, symmetrical
& asymmetrical lines, scale and proper measurements will impact the way you shop in the future and dress
your clients with spectacular results.
Jane and Joanne met at an AICI conference in Hawaii and immediately hit it off. Later, at a
workshop in Houston, Jane mentioned the idea of creating an image academy and invited
Joanne to partner with her. They started developing their courses, and worked with AICI to
get the Academy accredited. In 2014, The International Image Academy opened their doors,
and the response has been amazing. Both Jane and Joanne love being able to share their
vast knowledge and experience of the image consulting business with students who share the
same dreams and vision.

It’s Elementary

Sue Donnelly, AICI CIP FFIPI FFSM Assoc CIPD | English | .2 CEU | All Levels | Room: Studio D
“Elementary dear Watson” is the often used reply from famous sleuth Sherlock Holmes to Dr.
Watson. In this session, we use elementary detective work of our own. East meets West using the 5 elements of Water, Wood, Fire, Earth and Metal to assist us. Each element has its
own characteristics enabling you to uncover who you are at your core and your preferred way
of dressing. You can also use them to execute perfectly balanced workshops, seminars and
business plans and develop brilliant relationships with your clients.
Sue Donnelly, AICI CIP, is a Life Member, Fellow & former President of Federation of Image Professional
International, founder of Association of Stylists and Image Professionals and Master Facilitator of Fashion
Feng Shui®. A coach, international facilitator, speaker, author, TV expert and columnist, Sue believes we are all
unique so don’t have to ˜go along’ with the crowd. In her world one size does NOT fit all, including the way we
serve our clients.

Speaker Boot Camp - Tactics for Successful Presentations

Pamela Eyring | Certified Members Only | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Room: Salon 5
As an image professional, much focus is on building your technical skills and not enough on
presentation skills. Delivering enthusiastic and high-impact presentations build business opportunities through referrals. These skills are critical to your career success because it defines
how great you are and why you should be sought out by prospective customers. Speaking to
audiences builds your reputation and your name as a top consultant.

Pamela Eyring is the President and owner of The Protocol School of Washington®, the first company to offer
business etiquette training and the first and only nationally accredited business etiquette, image and international protocol school in the nation. Armed with nearly three decades of operational protocol and educational
development, Ms. Eyring brings in-depth US and international knowledge and skill to the etiquette and protocol
industry.

3:00 pm - 5:00 pm | Exhibit Hall Setup | Room: Pre-Function
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm | First Timers Meeting | Room: Salon 6 & 7
If this is your first AICI conference, you are in for a real treat. VP Membership, Melissa Sugulas, AICI FLC, and
the AICI International Board Members are excited about sharing information with you: what you will need to
initiate your business, what to expect from Conference and how to get the most from AICI. You will meet many
new people and learn how to maneuver through the Conference schedule like a pro. You will find out about
AICI, its education and certification process. The board has also invited some of our current members who
represent the pioneers of our industry who will be available to answer your questions.
This reception is open to first timers only.

6:00 pm - 8:00 pm | Opening Reception in Exhibit Hall | Room: Pre-Function

Friday, August 28
7:00 am - 9:00 am | Breakfast in Exhibit Hall | Room: Pre-Function
7:30 am - 8:45 am | Chapter Presidents Breakfast | Room: Salon 6
7:30 am - 5:00 pm | Conference Registration Open | Room: Registration
8:00 am - 8:45 am | Certification Walkthrough
FLC Certification Walkthrough | Room: Salon 5
AICI’s First Level Certification (FLC) is the basic level of certification and requires two steps:
1) submitting a successful AICI FLC Portfolio and 2) passing the AICI FLC Exam. Learn about the
benefits of certification, the portfolio requirements and the preparation needed for passing the FLC
Exam. There will be time for questions and answers. This session is open to all NON–certified
consultants. No CEUs.

CIP Certification Walkthrough | Room: Studio D

If your goal is to become an AICI Certified Image Professional (CIP), and you have successfully
achieved the First Level Certification (FLC), you are encouraged to attend this session to review the
process and the necessary documentation for submitting a successful CIP Application. The benefits of
receiving this level of certification will be discussed and your questions about the process will be ad
dressed. No CEUs.

CIM Certification Walkthrough | Room: Studio E

The highest level of certification that AICI offers is Certified Image Master (CIM). This is the next step
for current CIPs. If you are currently an AICI CIP, attend this session to review and discuss the Master
process. Long-range planning is a must for the Master level. The application and documentation
required will be reviewed and questions answered. No CEUs.

CEU Walkthrough - How to CEU Your Program | Elizabeth Weinstein, Ph.D. | Room: Salon 7
AICI CEU Administrator, Elizabeth Weinstein, Ph.D. will take you through the AICI CEU application
process for getting your training programs CEU-approved by AICI. Participants will be encouraged to
ask questions and to share their experiences in applying for and delivering CEU-approved programs.
The goal of the CEU application process is to set the standard for high-quality educational experiences
for all members.

8:00 am - 4:00 pm | Exhibit Hall Open | Room: Pre-Function
9:00 am - 11:00 am | Keynote Speaker | Room: Salon 4
Brand You Inspiration to Create Your Own Brand
Howard Roberts
Embark on a fun and enlightening journey with Howard and discover what makes great
brands truly great and how you can apply these principles to your own business every day. In
this lively and informative session, you’ll be inspired to think of yourself like a brand. Howard
will bring you food for thought from his 25 years of experience in some of the world’s greatest advertising agencies, getting to know people from all around the world to uncover human
truths to help build all kinds of successful brands. His instinctive curiosity has enabled him to
discover key brand building fundamentals that will encourage you to take a fresh look at how
you create your own personal brand. He’ll draw on real examples and proven approaches, all served up in his
own unique storytelling style.

Howard Roberts has worked in UK and US advertising agencies, including Saatchi & Saatchi and now Grey
New York. He’s inspired Unilever’s haircare innovation, helped LEGO fuel imaginations, modernized Olay and
advised the British Chancellor how to make a real difference to UK family life. He has given talks on branding
in UK and US universities, at the Bollywood Awards Week and to Chinese business leaders in the Great Hall of
the People in Beijing.

11:15 am - 12:45 pm | Buffet Luncheon with Exhibitors | Room: Pre-Function
12:30 pm - 1:00 pm | Fashion Show | Room: Salon 1, 2, 3, and Pre-Function

Join Us for a Fashion Show
Our very own AICI members, in all shapes and sizes, will walk the runway highlighting the latest fashion and
trends.

1:15 pm - 3:15 pm | Sessions
How to Build Client Confidence, Clout and Charisma

Karen Brunger | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate | Room: Studio B
Bring a holistic approach to your image business to expand both your profitability and your
client satisfaction. In this session you will identify habits of top performers and high achievers
to be adopted by your clients. You will also acquire exercises and tools to guide your clients
to heightened levels of confidence, clout and charisma. Using a systematic approach, you
can enable your clients to: 1. Build rapport and develop positive relationships with warmth,
empathy, respect, and courtesy. 2. Use words, tonality, mannerisms, and internal techniques
to establish competence, credibility and personal power. 3. Somersault challenging situations
and conflicts into peaceful solutions. 4. Identify self-sabotaging beliefs and behaviors and exchange them for
higher levels of insight, self-esteem, and balance. This session integrates logical left-brain with creative rightbrain strategies, which you can use with your clients for accelerated results.
Karen Brunger, AICI CIP is President of International Image Institute Inc. An international Past-President of
AICI, she served eight years on the international board. A recipient of the Award of Excellence, Karen has
coached top consultants in the industry, and has facilitated thousands through the transformation process.
With over 3 decades in the image industry, her systems and products are in over 70 countries. Karen has authored numerous workbooks and is a contributing writer to Active Magazine.

Executive Presence
Mirella Zanatta | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Room: Salon 5
Experts agree that Executive Presence (EP) is far more than leadership abilities. The ability to
lead is a component. Communication is also a significant skill set and facilitates powerful, interpersonal engagement. EP is clearly multi-faceted. This highly interactive workshop focuses
on teaching transferable skills to communicate with confidence and poise. Whether the focus
is promotion, team building or leadership, making a positive first impression, gravitas, strong
interpersonal communication skills and a professional appearance are all critical components
for accessing and enhancing executive presence. Participants learn: Executive Presence what it is and what it is not; the EP4 fundamentals; ways to increase your executive presence; and helping
others with their executive presence.
This workshop illustrates how EP will educate our clients so that they are able to look and act appropriately,
professionally, and confidently while carrying themselves with poise and class, in any situation.
Mirella Zanatta, AICI CIP is widely recognized for her expertise on Executive Presence. Mirella’s degree in
education and prior career as a teacher provide the ideal complement to her image consulting practice, resulting in her reputation as a sought after speaker. She has a proven track record of discovering and igniting
hidden potential. Coupled with a genuine desire to mentor, Mirella has the training to discern and sustain the
growth capabilities necessary to achieve Executive Presence.

Taking Shape: Throwing Image a Curve

Catherine Schuller, AICI, CIP | English | All Levels | Room: Studio E
Full Figured woman helped build plus retail sales to $32 billion with over 30% of women’s
clothing brands finally providing attractive and fashion conscious clothing to satisfy this woman’s newfound confidence. However, many plus customers are confused about what is right
for them and where these resources exist in the marketplace. The need for image services
has never been greater and the consultant’s ability to become the “missing link” and connect
in an advisory capacity serves an all-important assessment, recommendation and permission
role that is emotional as well as practical and knowledgeable. The consultant serves to help
shift from confusion to confidence, transforming attitudes by demonstrating that they no longer have to meekly
accept frumpy fashions of yore which were foisted upon them by a one-size-fits-none fashion world that assumed they had no interest in fashion otherwise they would lose weight if they did. Things have changed, and
the curvy community has grown to 63 million woman in the US alone, but many of them are overwhelmed by
the choice (all of it not appropriate) There is a growing need to help rework and revamp women’s closets starting with everything from a great bra (the foundation of style) to apparel that fits and flatters and is versatile and
adaptable to every occasion creating a repertoire of “reliables” which also emphasizes the cluster and capsule
wardrobe building concepts. This market is on the forefront of everyone’s radar mostly because the internet
has empowered this woman to claim her status as a fashion icon in her own right. It is up to us to guide her in
this direction and provide her with the wardrobe wisdom that will empower and enlighten as to what’s out there
and where to find “it” and then what to do with it when she does.
Catherine Schuller is considered one of the pioneers of the full figured fashion industry. She became a Ford
Model in the 80’s when the industry was still forming and has risen to become the “go-to” person and industry
liaison on all things “plus.” She was honored in June 2011 with Icon of the Industry at Full Figured Fashion
Week in New York City and named one of the most influential industry leaders in the full figured market. She is
a trained film and theatre actress and also became a standup comedienne when she was told at 5’10” and 168
pounds that she was too heavy for the acting world. After years of modeling and commentating, she decided
to expand her level of expertise and study the image consulting program at Parsons School of Design. She
became a member of AICI (Association of Image Consultants International) in 1993 and achieved professional
image consultant status in 2000 with AICI where she served as president of the New York Chapter for two
years. Her first venture, Emerging Visions Enterprises (E.V.E.) with fellow image consultant, Suzan Nanfeldt
(author of “Plus Style: The Plus Size Guide to Looking Great” published by Penguin/Plume) brought image
and style advice specifically dedicated to the plus size market. She followed up with her own best seller and
self-published “The Ultimate Plus Size Modeling Guide” helping new models with her Model Maker program to
put their best look forward and guide them in their career desires to pursue the field of modeling. She currently
teaches a popular Continuing Education course for the Image Department every season for the past four years
at Fashion Institute of Technology entitled The Long and the Short of It: Servicing Petites and Plus Client.

1:15 pm - 5:30 pm | Sessions
Story Telling - The Language of Leadership

Sarah Brummitt | English | .4 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Certified Members Only | Room: Studio D
The amount of information created in the world is doubling every two years and the speed
of generating yet more data continues to increase. As professionals and as individuals we
are overwhelmed with facts, figures, chat, charts, tweets, posts, messages, texts and emails.
Our attention span is under assault as we strive to be ‘plugged in’, online, texting, emailing,
posting, tweeting, blogging and messaging 24/7. What all of this means is that the challenge
facing professional men and women everywhere is how to stand out, rise above, be heard,
impress, persuade and motivate others against a background of all this ˜noise’. Exquisite
influencers talk the language of leadership in a wide variety of professional contexts - and that means telling
great stories. This session will provide you with the knowledge and tools to both deliver and coach the art, science and magic of storytelling in your business.
Sarah Brummitt, AICI CIP is a Fellow of the Federation of Image Professionals International, a published
author, a qualified Executive Coach, an international speaker and an accomplished facilitator with more than
20 years of experience delivering workshops. Her clients are all corporates or working individually with professional men and women. Sarah believes that our image services represent the strategic differentiator for leaders today, and that the corporate market represents a lucrative and abundant opportunity.

From Image Consultant to Image Expert, Taking Your Consultations to the Next Level

Clare Maxfield & Imogen Lamport | English | .4 CEU | Intermediate | Certified Members Only
Room: Salon 6
Take your consultations to the next level as you learn how to integrate the style puzzle into
your client’s three life pillars, their professional, social and personal lives. This interactive
workshop will delve deeply into advanced styling techniques using the concepts of Yin and
Yang. It includes the elements of voice, presence and movement and how they influence
clothing style selection, along with the essential elements of body shape analysis. You will
discover how to integrate the communication of line and design elements and the impact of
color. You will learn a myriad of often overlooked and undervalued processes to assist you
understanding the needs of your individual clients. Plus have access to innovative tools to ensure you give
your clients the most valuable consultation experience. Harnessing your current image knowledge you will
walk away from this workshop being able to create effective communication messages and solutions for your
clients, whether corporate or personal.
Imogen Lamport and Clare Maxfield created the Academy of Professional Image to provide
comprehensive and modern image training for a global 21st Century audience. Each with
over decade as image consultants in both the corporate and personal arenas, they have developed programs and interactive learning environments. They are both authors of a variety
of image related books and the creators of the 18 direction Absolute Colour System and innovative image tools.

1:45 - 3:45 pm | Break | Room: Pre-Function
3:30 - 4:30 pm | Break | Room: Pre-Function

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm | Leadership Program | Room: Studio B
Mandatory Attendance for ALL Chapter Board Members
Leadership training is mandatory for all AICI Chapter Board Members every year. During this session you will
learn the systems and documents which govern your AICI Chapter. You will discuss strategies for running and
growing your AICI Chapter and have the opportunity to meet and discuss concerns and ideas with your counterparts and international board leaders.
For the incoming 2015-2016 AICI Chapter Boards and the existing Board Members mid-term from 2015-2016,
no matter what role you will be holding in your Chapter, it is important that you attend this session.

6:00 pm - 7:30 pm | Chapter Awards Ceremony | Room: Salon 1-4
We will recognize our members that with their Social Entrepreneurship empowered individuals, organizations,
and communities and recognize chapter members of the year. Join us to celebrate the achievements of our
chapters in the areas of Education, Certification, Growth, and Philanthropy. We will recognize our Chapter
Members of the Year and our new FLC and CIP certified members since the 2013 conference. The ceremony
will be followed by a networking time with hors d’oeuvres and refreshments.

Saturday, August 29
7:00 am - 9:00 am | Breakfast in Exhibit Hall | Room: Pre-Function
7:30 am - 5:00 pm | Registration Desk Open | Room: Registration
7:30 am - 2:00 pm | Exhibit Hall Open | Room: Pre-Function
9:00 am - 12:00 pm | Founders/CIM Round Table | Room: Salon 4
All attendees will be asked to sit at a round table. There will be a brief introduction as to how the session will
work, and of course the reading of the CEU statement. Then, each Founder/CIM will be asked to go and join a
table. Once they are at the table, then they will deliver their topic, and at the end the participants at their table
will be able to ask questions. After 55 minutes the Founders/CIM will be asked to move tables and present their
topic again to another group of attendees After another 55 minutes they will once again be asked to move to
another table for the last time.

12:15 pm - 1:45 pm | Founders, CIMs, CIPs & International Board Reception Room: Salon 5
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | Sessions
Color Theory: Understanding the Basics for Color Analysis

Elaine Stoltz, AICI CIM | English | .2 CEU | Basic | Room: Studio B
Before learning to perform human color analysis, you must understand the elements of design
and the properties of color. An attendee would be able to describe the basic properties of color
and select examples of color hue, temperature, value, contrast, and intensity.
Elaine Stoltz AICI CIM is the President of Elaine Stoltz Image Consulting. She is a Certified
Image Master, calling herself an architect of the body and specializing in nonverbal communication of the individual. Numerous individuals entering the image consulting profession seek Elaine’s mentorship. The Stoltz Image Institute trains students in developing and maintaining a successful personal image
consulting business. Elaine has been instrumental in advancing the field of image consulting by serving as
International President, Vice President of Certification and Treasurer of AICI.

Retaining Clients Through the Decades with Universal Style

Alyce Parsons, AICI CIP and Founder | English | .2 CEU | All Levels | Room: Studio D
Your clients are your greatest business asset. You have formed a psychological as well as
service-oriented bond. They want to stay with you, and you want to have them in your professional life. Learn how you can retain these loyal clients. Using documented research and the
Pyramid of Purpose, you will discover the goals and aspirations of each generational group.
A moderated panel of industry leaders will give you first-hand insight into the perspectives
and inherent changes in each decade of life. The Universal Style System provides a timeless
foundational tool that allows you to evaluate your client’s Core Essential© style and relate it to
trends and decades. An in-depth PowerPoint will deconstruct Fall 2015 fashion trends. Biannual trend reports
keep you and your clients up to date through the decades of their lives. Attendees will receive a copy of the
Fall 2015 Universal Style Trend Match©.
As a founding member of the Image profession since 1983, Alyce was the first co-director of AICI. She has
developed foundational Tools of the Trade in style, proportion and holistic image consulting. Alyce, an educator,
believes our profession is a force for transformation and has authored eight textbooks, including StyleSource.
Her Universal Style System is the academic Gold Standard of the industry. Alyce has received the Award of
Excellence, IMMIE, Pioneer, Founder, and President Awards.

Sell with Authenticity. Don’t Lose your Soul

Dominique Isbecque, AICI CIP & Founder | English | .2 CEU | All Levels | Room: Studio E
Want to increase sales but hate to sell? Have a terrific service or product but freeze at the
thought of selling? Successful consultants make sales by identifying needs and solving problems. Communication builds relationships. Relationships bring referrals. Tap into your natural
communication comfort zone to help you sell from the soul and build long-term mutually profitable relationships. These communication skills will open doors, establish strategic alliances,
and cultivate rich networking opportunities. Develop your own artful dialogue to transform
prospects from mild interest to I need to hire you! This interactive program takes your sales
communications to a higher level of clarity, confidence, and conviction. Consultants develop techniques to
manage communication challenges and recognize buying and change motivators of clients. You learn how to
sell to your clients the way they want to buy with a methodology that you can apply over and over again both in
person and online.
Dominique Isbecque, AICI CIP, one of AICI’s founding architects, trains professionals in leadership and image
communication strategies worldwide. Through the IRC of NY she provides training and communication tools,
mentors consultants worldwide and known as a builder of image businesses. She’s internationally recognized
in Brazil, Mexico, Belgium, China and Japan, is the coordinator of the Certificate Program for image consulting
at F.I.T. in NYC and is a Certified Strategist® and AICI Past President.

Master Coaching Techniques for Image Consultants

Lynne Marks, AICI CIM | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Room: Salon 2
Have ever wanted to enhance your image skills to make even more of a difference with your
clients? Coaching can be the answer. This session reveals the specific language, mindset,
and in-depth techniques essential to successful coaching. You will discover three different
coaching steps, in-depth listening skills, and linguistic tools to shift perspectives and guide
your clients to the results they want. This session will help you navigate tough conversations,
coach clients, manage teams, and support family!

President of London Image Institute with centers in Asia, US and UK, Lynne has 25+ years’ experience with
organizations like Pacific Dunlop, United Airlines and Coca Cola on branding and coached high level executives on performance improvement. She was featured in Time, Forbes, New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
CNN, Elle, Women’s day, Glamour, Bloomberg among others and Co-author of best-sellers, The Perfect Fit
and author of Skinny Bits.

Brand New Market! "Expressive Image Therapy"

Judith Rasband, AICI CIM | English | .2 CEU | All Levels | Room: Salon 6
This session will thrill members with passion for the art and science of image, passion for the people who need our help, and those dedicated to the belief that appearing authentic, appropriate, and
attractive is therapeutic, transformational, and life enhancing. Judith Rasband AICI CIM has defined
and developed an entirely NEW field in image management and mental health counseling. Explore
the details of expressive image therapy, a NEW and natural way to speed the process of psychotherapy, restore a client’s ability to function effectively, and increase their sense of well-being. Discover how
to implement this approach in your own business and your opportunities for employment with these advanced
services: sample treatments for negative body image, depression, anxiety disorder, eating disorders, obesity,
bariatric recovery, and more. Through the use of accurate tested concepts and cutting-edge materials, dynamic
presentation style, fun and engaging interactive exercises, expressive image therapy completes the whole of
expressive therapies currently available and will elevate the credibility of the entire image industry!
Judith Rasband, AICI, CIM is a veteran university image educator, stylist, author, columnist, consultant, and
speaker. CEO of the Conselle Institute, Judith is a passionate image industry icon recognized for her advancements in the field. Best-selling textbook author on soc-psych in dress, visual design, fitting, and wardrobing,
Judith is cited for “accuracy, innovation, practical applications, high-energy presentations, contagious enthusiasm, and lots of serious fun “landing her on Oprah, GMA, and Today. Judith has served as AICI V.P. Marketing, Advanced Education chair, and Ethics chair.

2:15 pm - 3:30 pm | Exhibit Hall Tear Down | Room: Pre-Function
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm | Cocktail Reception | Room: Pre-Function

7:00 pm - 12:00 am | Formal International Gala Celebration and Awards Ceremony | Room: Salon 1-4

It’s a celebration! Join our founders to celebrate our

25 Anniversary!
th

Please join us in celebrating 25 years of AICI On this special night we’ll honor our original founders and our
CIM’s. We’ll celebrate our newest CIM’s and four very special people with AICI’s major awards. We’ll enjoy an
array of international cuisine, get to mingle with our fellow members, laugh lots and dance the night away.
Optional Dress Attire - We invite you to come in your ‘Formal National Costume’ or in the colors of your national flag.

Sunday, August 30
7:00 am - 9:30 am | Breakfast in Exhibit Hall | Room: Pre-Function
7:30 am - 4:00 pm | Conference Registration Open | Room: Registration
8:00 am - 1:15 pm | AICI Certification Exam: FLC Paper Test in English and ESL
			
(English as a Second Language) | Room: Studio F
8:30 am - 12:45 pm | Sessions
The Color Master Class

Carla Mathis, AICI CIM | English | .4 CEU | Certified Members Only | Room: Studio B
Be prepared for an eye-opening 4 hours that will refresh and enrich your understanding of
color and color theory. Go deeper into the psychological effects of color. Learn new ways to
develop color palettes for your clients as Carla demonstrates techniques and principles to
heighten the impact color can have in people’s lives. In this hands-on session using fabric
swatches and acrylic paints, you will practice how to see, identify, and match subtle nuances
of color in skin tone, nature, clothing, and interiors. You will put to memory the psychological
profiles of many well-known classic and contemporary color harmonies for fashion and interior
design. You will also learn how to paint skin tones in order to identify colors found within an individual’s inherent palette.
Based in Los Angeles, Carla is author & president/co-founder of Body Beautiful. Her landmark book, The
Triumph of Individual Style, has become the ˜bible’ of fashion and image industries. One of 10 Certified Image
Masters (CIM) worldwide, Carla consults individuals & groups internationally & USA. Body Beautiful, has a network of 250+ stylists world-wide, who offer highest level of individualized service in our industry using the Body
Signature System of Color & Consultation Guides.

Increase Corporate Clients to Totally Supercharge Your Business

Sarah Hathorn, AICI CIM | English | .4 CEU | Certified Members Only | Room: Studio D
As an image consultant and executive presence coach, Sarah has built an international reputation and highly lucrative business delivering a range of corporate seminars and services.
She is right at home in the corporate environment and has found it to be extremely rewarding
and profitable. In fact, her constantly-growing client list includes household names like Kimberly Clark, Home Depot, GE, and McDonald’s. Now Sarah wants to share the secrets of her
consultancy’s rapid ascent and ongoing success with other image consultants like yourself. If
you have the desire to break into the corporate market for bigger revenues and greater career
acceleration, this session was designed specifically for you. Join Sarah for this highly intensive and interactive
session. She will reveal the exact same marketing steps, systems, and up-leveling strategies she uses to get
her foot in the Fortune 500 door and then form scalable, dynamic, long-term relationships. Experience a full
pipeline of ideal clients eager to pay top dollar? If so, Sarah’s session is a game-changer designed just for you,
to put your business on top of the charts!
Sarah Hathorn, AICI CIM, CPBS is the CEO of Illustra Consulting and Illustra Business Coaching. A Master
Trainer at the London Image Institute and former senior executive for Macy’s, Sarah has 30 years of experience imparting executive presence ABC skills to advance leaders. Her client list includes elite companies and
top Fortune 500 executives. Sarah’s advice has also been featured in publications including the New York
Times, The Chicago Tribune, Money Magazine and Forbes.

9:30 am - 11:30 am | Sessions
Makeup for You and Your Clients

Rosario Galindo, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Beginner - Intermediate | Room: Salon 5
When we make an Image adviser, women ask for the best make up and in many occasions
we don’t know answer appropriately, for this reason I think that in this conference people are
going to learn about this topic. In this session the participants will learn the basic daily routines of skin care. They will learn the principal techniques to practice a simple make up and
the way to recommend this to their clients when they will make an Image consulting. I would
like to teach them the different shapes of faces, eyes (morphology), etc. and the way how to
make corrections in those morphologies, and the 12 steps to making an easy make up for different occasions. They learn also make all this things in themselves. They learn also tips to sell more advisers
in another thing.
Rosario Galindo, AICI CIP, started her career in 1982. Rosario has been established since 1990 in Mexico with
her own business, Armonia y Estilo, Makeup and Personality Center. Rosario has been a speaker, and she
has given conferences and courses around the world and several times in her country. Rosario has written and
published four books: the best sellers, Como Te Ven TeTratan for women and for men, with more than 100,000
books sold, and the DVD, 33 Ways to Use the Scarves. Rosario is a certified image consultant and she was
the first Mexican to achieve CIP status. She was one of the founders of the AICI Mexico Chapter in 2005.

Building a Successful Business by Communicating with Confidence, Clarity & Credibility
Ferial Youakim, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate | Room: Salon 6

Do you ever get the feeling that the Image Consulting business is so confusing? Are you missing out on building your business because you are not satisfied with what you have to offer?
Are you ready to learn how to simplify and build your business and client base with our proven
3-step method once and for all? Becoming a Personal Branding Expert has never been
easier, with our proven methods and system. It is straightforward and easy to work with, so
say goodbye to guessing games and hello to our three easy steps to color code an individual.
It is easy to be a successful entrepreneur and run your own business; however, to be able to
do that you need to understand the business you are in.
Ferial Youakim, AICI CIP is a highly respected image consultant who’s been in the fashion and image industry
since 1986, working in Australia, Middle East, USA. Past President Florida Chapter, Middle East Ambassador
and Arabic community Liaison; the VP of Membership. Ferial’s passion and dedication is to inspire and empower others to express themselves, build their business through training, coaching and mentoring on the effective
use of Color, Style, Image, Makeup, Wardrobe Planning and Etiquette.

Advanced Men’s Wardrobe Building, A Focus on Fit, Fabric, and Construction
Brian Lipstein, AICI FLC | English | .2 CEU | Room: Salon 1

This session is geared toward advanced individuals looking to work more deeply with male
clients and their wardrobes. We will focus on 3 key areas of quality tailored clothing – Fit, Fabric, and Construction. The course will also explore aspects of color and design as it relates to
individual personality types and career positions. A brief look at current men’s fashion trends
and an explanation of mixing and matching colors and patterns will round out the session. The
participant should leave with a much better understanding of how to take their men’s wardrobes to the next level.

Brian Lipstein, AICI FLC is the president and founder of Henry A. Davidsen, Master Tailors & Image Consultants in Philadelphia, PA. Upon founding the business, Brian studied tailoring, fit, and pattern creation with
a master tailor. As well, Brian studied fabric with industry experts. Brian has built his men’s image and tailoring business to over 1,200 clients. Many of the prominent businessmen in Philadelphia have worked with the
company and continue to return each year for more guidance and wardrobe assistance. His business supports
many charitable efforts, most significantly raising $90,000 for the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society in 2014.

Stop Selling Your Time and Start Making Money

Imogen Lamport, AICI CIP | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Room: Salon E
When you’re doing any sort of image consultation you are selling your time, yet your time is
limited and you can only work fact to face with clients so many hours per week. This will cap
your income and your potential to grow your business. In this content packed workshop you
will learn how to stop selling just your time and start making money by selling your knowledge
in different formats, from e-books and blogging to creating communities using social media.
Learn how you can work smarter, not harder, using your image knowledge to boost your income and create a thriving and successful business.
Imogen Lamport AICI CIP is an author, blogger, speaker and image trainer with her Academy of Professional
Image. With more than a decade as an image consultant she has learned how to take her image knowledge to
a global audience

Jump on the Merry-Go-Round to Learn Innovative Ideas to Grow Your Business

Elizabeth Weinstein, Ph.D. - Facilitator | English | .2 CEU | Intermediate - Advanced | Room: Salon 2
This session is an opportunity to hear from six of our top-notch AICI CEU Providers on topics that will peak your interest for their innovation and relevance to enhancing your business.
Diverse subjects such as how to Use Social Media to Build a Client Base, Kick Start Your
Image Business, how to Earn Income from Online Styling, Tools to Change My Business and
Automating Technology to Deliver Content, will be presented in twenty five minute sessions.
You will select four of the six presentations to attend. Our CEU Providers come with a wealth
of experience, but they are also innovators. They want to share their ideas with you.
Dr. Elizabeth Weinstein, PhD, has owned and successfully operated her consulting practice, Elizabeth Weinstein and Associates, Inc., for 23 years. Liz consults with a variety of business corporations, government agencies and not-for-profit organizations in strategic planning, leadership development, continuous quality improvement, team building and project management. She has facilitated the International Board of Directors’ strategic
planning retreat multiple times and became the AICI CEU Administrator five years ago.

Secrets to Effective Colour Analysis for Asians | Christina Ong, AICI CIM | English
The abundance of ethnic groups in Asia and their diversity of personal colouring across many Asian 		
cities often intrigue fashion houses, cosmetic manufacturers, designers, stylists and of course, image
consultants! The unique differences and sometimes unusual combinations in Asian skin, hair and eye
colouring make an effective colour analysis for Asian clients trickier than what meets the eye. This
session throws light on identifying subtle yet crucial distinctions in Asian personal colouring, particularly
among the Chinese and richer personal colouring of Indians and Malays. The session showcases con
sultation tips, techniques and colour tools developed to better equip image consultants for the growing
Asian markets.

Kick Start Your Image Business | Elaine Stoltz, AICI CIM | English
Have you taken image training but are stuck trying to start your image business or are you thinking of
starting a business but clueless on what to do first? In this workshop learn how to create your own
Action Plan with “By-When Dates”. When you arrive home you will have a list of things to do immedi
-ately. You know the first phone call or email that you are going to make.

Maximizing the Business Value of Social Sites | Joyce Knudsen, AICI CIM | English

Google+ and Twitter can give your business a significant boost, if you use these sites the right way.
Google+ might not be the most-used social networking site, but it does offer a more focused, serious
take on the popular tool. Twitter allows you to use keywords to find opportunities for your business. Tak
-ing the time to use Twitter and Google+ will result in many followers who are interested in what your
business has to offer.

Changing Business Pace | Shanna Pecoraro, AICI CIP | English
“Change in Pace of Business” - a lively and entertaining presentation that showcases leaders and some
challenges that have sparked creativity and innovation in their business and industries. Attendees will
discover ways that several industries have taken measures to innovate while keeping their core
business offerings intact. Participants can learn from these examples, and be inspired to innovate in
the image consulting industry through technology and creative thinking.

4 Keys to Motivate Follow-through | Cathy Liska | English
Motivating follow-through is easy when you recognize personality in the moment and then adjust
effectively. With powerful questioning and specific focus, your client engages fully and is empowered to
create their plan for implementing change.

Success Tips, Tools & Templates | Judith Rasband, AICI CIM | English
You’re in the image business, but do you have the tools and templates you need to engage your
client, keep track of what’s in your client’s closet, what goes with what, what you added last season,
and what’s needed next season? See innovative plansheets that does the job, then practice the
process. Experience creative tools that engage your client, then color code with the ColorSense Guide.
You’ll head home eager to apply your advancements!

11:45 am - 1:45 pm | Lunch on Own
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | Inspiring Change Making Over the Image Industry | Room: Salon 4
The pace of change today is unprecedented. 65% of children aged 5 or less will work in a job
that does not yet exist. 60% of one of the most successful companies in the world (Apple)
generates their revenue with products that are less than four years old. The roles of women
throughout the world are continuing to transform like never before. As a result, we as an image industry also need to change. To do this, our technical skills have to translate into commercial success. The way we do so needs to be pioneering, dynamic and transformative. In
this session we look at finding purpose, evolution and choice to help accelerate your business. It doesn’t matter what you do; it’s why you do it that counts. One size doesn’t fit all; this session will give
you ideas to take away so that you can pursue, excel and evolve.
Sarah Brummitt and Sue Donnelly are both AICI CIP, Fellows of the Federation of Image Consultants, published authors, and international speakers with 20 years’ experience of delivering
workshops. Sarah works with Executives and believes the corporate market represents a lucrative and abundant opportunity. Sue works holistically with individuals and image professionals wishing to extend/explore their personal boundaries. Both believe that our image services
represent the strategic differentiator in a constantly changing world.

Hotel and Travel Information
AICI Global Conference | Thursday, August 27 - Sunday, 30, 2015
Renaissance Arlington Capital View Hotel | 2800 S Potomac Ave. | Arlington, Virginia 22202 | 888.236.2427
Make your reservation at the Renaissance Arlington Capital View Hotel prior to July 10, 2015 to receive
our conference attendees/exhibitors special room rate of $159 USD plus tax and fees, single/double occupancy. Please call the hotel reservation department at Renaissance Arlington Capital View Hotel directly at
1-800-MARRIOTT (1-800-627-7468) to receive this rate.
Internet Costs: High Speed Internet is complimentary in guests sleeping rooms, Lobby and public areas.

Hotel Room Scam - Warning About Housing Pirates
The Association for Image Consultants International (AICI) is aware of a scam that housing groups have been
contacting association members and exhibitors to assist with hotel reservations. All room reservations should
be made directly with the hotel.

AICI has sufficient room blocks to accommodate our attendees and exhibitors and at the special AICI Conference rates. These other groups claim they can get cheaper rates if you book with them. Such companies to
avoid, as they are not affiliated with AICI or the upcoming events in Arlington include:
Convention Housing Services		
Convention Expo Travel
Elite Corporate Planners			
Expo Housing
Exhibition Housing Services			
Global Housing Management (GHM Travel)
HDMC Group					
IEP Group
International Events				
Le Company LLC
TradeShow Housing
Should you receive an e-mail or phone call from any of these companies, AICI strongly recommends you DO
NOT make your hotel reservation with any third party vendor. If you have already made hotel reservations
through an unauthorized vendor, AICI is unable to guarantee the reservation is valid and recommends that you
cancel immediately before you incur charges. There is the potential to be left without a room and to lose money
paid in advance if you book through them. A similar scam a few years ago caused several attendees to arrive
in San Diego with no hotel room ever booked for them.
Please be assured that AICI is committed to providing you quality services to make your conference experience a positive one. Should you have any questions or concerns or have booked with a third party, please
contact Erin Babarskis, AICI’s Conference Planner at erinb@aici.org or by calling us at (651) 290-7468.

Transportation
Airports in the Area:
Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport – DCA | DCA Airport Website
Hotel Direction: 0.9 miles SW
Airport shuttle service, scheduled, complimentary
Shuttle Phone: 1.703.413.1300
Alternate transportation: SuperShuttle; fee: 15 USD (one way) ;reservation required
Subway service, fee: $1.65 USD (one way)
Estimated taxi fare: $10.00 USD (one way)
Washington Dulles International Airport – IAD | IAD Airport Hotel
Direction: 28 miles SE
The Renaissance does NOT provide shuttle service.
Alternate transportation: Super Shuttle; fee: $30.00 USD (one way); reservation required
Estimated taxi fare: $50.00 USD (one way)
Baltimore/Washington International Airport - BWI | BWI Airport Website
Hotel Direction: 37.5 miles SW
Alternate transportation: SuperShuttle; fee: 60 USD (one way) ;reservation required
Subway service, fee: $1.65 USD (one way)
Estimated taxi fare: $110.00 USD (one way)

Parking & Transportation
On-site parking, fee: $7.00 USD hourly, 26 USD daily
Valet parking, fee: $30.00 USD daily
Bus Station
Greyhound Bus Station 6 miles NE
Potomac Ave and Crystal Dr Station 0.1 miles NW
Subway Station
Crystal City (Blue & Yellow Lines) 0.8 miles NE
Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport (Blue & Yellow Lines) 1 miles NE
Train Station
Union Station 5.7 miles NE
Car Rentals Nearby:
Hertz
1700 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, Virginia 22202
Phone: +1-703-271-5245

Related Links
Local Resources for Getting Around Crystal City

Exhibitor Information
Please visit www.aici.org or contact AICI Headquarters at conference@aici.org or call (651) 290-7468 for
details. Any individual and/or company wishing to display/sell their products or services during the AICI Annual
Conference and Exhibition must do so in the Exhibit Hall during official hours. Exhibitor registration is necessary and fees must be paid in advance. No exceptions will be allowed. Any individual or company who does
not follow these rules and regulations governing the AICI Exhibition will be subject to immediate dismissal from
the AICI Annual Conference and Exhibition and be subject to an ethics violation.

Photography, Videography & Audio Release

As part of our mission to provide education, best practices and other information from leaders in their fields,
speakers, panelists and audience members should be aware that we may record all or part of the events we
organize, including comments from speakers, panelists and audience members. The resulting raw and edited
materials, including still photographs, video and audio recordings, and associated verbatim transcripts, may
be used by AICI, without restriction, in press releases, white papers, conference collateral, websites and other
publications.
By attending our events, you acknowledge that you are in a public place, and that attendees (including AICI
volunteers) may capture your image in photos and videos. Nevertheless, AICI encourages event attendees to
exercise common sense and good judgment, and respect the wishes of other attendees who do not wish to be
photographed at the events.
AICI uses photos and videos taken at its events for a variety of purposes, including publication on the AICI
website. If you see any photos or profiles about yourself on www.aici.org that you would like removed, please
contact us at (651) 290-7468.

Conference Attire
Smart business casual is appropriate for daytime conference programs. Be sure to bring a wrap, as hotel
meeting rooms can be chilly. Attire for Gala this year is formal.

About DC
From its celebrated symbols of patriotism to its undiscovered neighborhoods, the sights and sounds of the nation's capital inspire millions of visitors every year. Packed with famous sights, free attractions, and an endless
calendar of special events, Washington, DC offers year-round inspiring experiences.
Beyond Washington DC's most familiar vistas, the capital city unwinds into a lively urban center. Casual cafes
and upscale bistros line the trendy streets of Georgetown, while the downtown district sizzles with a host of
new restaurants. Spontaneous Jazz notes tumble out the windows of U Street's nightclubs, while world-class
performers take the stage at the highly acclaimed Kennedy Center. Kayakers tackle the Potomac River as it
winds past the elegant marble tributes to America's great leaders. For additional inforamton on Washington
D.C and all of it’s attractions, events and happenings, please visit the Convention & Visitors Bureau today.

Types of Conference Registration
Full Conference Registration includes admittance to general meetings, concurrent sessions, and the Exhibition. Meals include breakfast on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, lunches on Friday and Saturday,
refreshments at breaks, the Opening Reception, Chapter Awards and Philanthropy Reception and the Gala
Awards Banquet.
One-Day Conference Registration (Thursday, Friday, Saturday or Sunday) includes enrollment in your choice
of concurrent sessions, admission to the Exhibition (Friday or Saturday only), plus breakfast and lunch on Friday or Saturday and breakfast only on Sunday. This does not include ticketed items such as the Gala Awards
Banquet.
Early Bird Registration must be received on or before May 29, 2015, at AICI headquarters in order to take
advantage of Early Bird pricing. Register online at www.aici.org
Onsite Registration will open at 7:00 a.m. on Thursday, August 27, and pre-conference workshops will begin
at 8:00 a.m. Registration hours for each day appear on the Conference Agenda and will be posted at the
registration desk on a daily basis.
Membership Information: Please visit www.aici.org. Complete the Membership Application online or
download the Membership Application.

Cancellation Policies
Cancellations must be received at AICI Headquarters in writing before July 20, 2015. Your registration fee will
be refunded, less a $100 processing fee. No refunds will be made after July 20, 2015.
**Due to PCI Compliance, please do NOT provide any credit card information via email. Call or fax it in only**
If AICI cannot hold the 2015 Annual Conference and Exhibition due to acts of God, war, government regulations, disaster, strikes, civil disorder or curtailment of transportation facilitating other emergencies making it
inadvisable, illegal or impossible to provide the facilities or to hold the meeting, each prepaid attendee will
receive a copy of the conference handouts and any other materials that would have been distributed. Fixed
conference expenses will be paid from the pre-registration funds. Remaining funds will be refunded to pre-registrants. AICI is not responsible for any other costs by pre-registrants in connection with the conference.

AICI Headquarters
Please send your conference registration to:
1000 Westgate Drive | Suite 252 | St. Paul, MN 55114
Phone: 651.290.6260
Fax: 651.290.2266
Questions? Contact conference@aici.org.

Thank You, Sponsors
All sponsors will be present at the exhibit hall.
Gold Sponsors

Exciting Life

The Image Maker, Inc®
Silver Sponsors

Corporate Class Inc.

IMAGE PRODUCT
Bronze Sponsor

Stoltz Image Institute

Thank You, Exhibitors

Perceptions eyewear Inc.

ByFERIAL
Image Consultant Training

Hue & Stripe

Nerium International

Academy of Professional Image

International Image Institute

London Image Institute

www.REBAGG.com

Arbonne Skin Care and Nutritionals

www.torisoudan.com

Thank You, Exhibitors

La Lure

Catherine Scholze
VirtuArte

Clasp and Hook

Academy of Image Mastery

Ruby Ribbon

Chapman International

The EAGLE Empowerment Group

Color Kits

Power Image Institute

Cindy Ann Peterson

Dara Lamb Custom Clothing

